How to make more profit

on tropical plants

A strategy for boosting
your profits by 50%

pre-book program

Inspire your customers

on facebook!

spring 2015

Tropical
patio plants

Bougainvillea 6.5" & 8". More sizes available.

Eugenia Spiral*
Available in
Value Pack

Oleander Bush Pink
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*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Palm Majesty

How do you make

more profit
on

Tropical plants?
Customers’ fondness for tropical plants is currently on the
upswing for various reasons. People travel and develop a
taste for things exotic. They want palm trees and hibiscus
plants in their yards so they’ll feel like they’re on holiday
in their own home. Outdooring is trendy; and wood and
concrete terraces are becoming ever more spacious and
people want to grace them with greenery and flowers that
do well when potted such as mandevilla, bougainvillea,
fuchsia etc.
Don’t just sell plants. Be resourceful and take advantage
of this opportunity to up-sell. Assure that next to these
plants, there are decorative pots, saucers, trellises, potting
soil and fertilizer so customers get the best results possible.
You can even offer related services like potting and winter
storage that will make regulars of your customers. What
other types of plants offer the possibility of selling so many
products and related services? Don’t miss out on this
great business opportunity. Make sure your tropical plant
department is both profitable and eye-catching.

Hibiscus Braid
Multi Colour*

Available in
Value Pack

Fern Boston
Fern Kimberly Queen*
Alocasia ‘Regal Shields’

*Products may not be exactly as shown.
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Top Sellers

Celosia ‘Venezuela
Caracas’ Purple*

Hens & Chicks
Assorted*
Martha
Washington*

Passiflora

‘Clear Sky’*
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‘Belotii’

Citrosa Geranium*

Chenille Foxtail*

These unique plants are delivered with flowers and buds
on a trellis or in hanging baskets. Available in several sizes.

‘Pura Vida’

‘Amethyst’
*Products may not be exactly as shown.

A strategy for

boosting

your

profits by 50%!
Last March, we tested the mass market price strategy
used by large food chains on your behalf. This consists
of offering a unit price and a reduced price for customers
purchasing two or three units. At the Canada BloomsTM
garden and flower show, we offered 5-inch begonias and
tropical plants at the retail price of $8 each or 3 for $20.
The results were incredible. More than 50% of customers
purchased three items instead of one. In all, 688 customers
bought 1,334 plants. Of these 688 customers, 323 took
advantage of the 3 for $20 offer. Sales increased by
almost 50% and profits by almost 50%, as well.

Agapanthus - Blue*

Begonia
rex
For unique foliage and low maintenance, the begonia rex cannot
be beaten. On its own, it can fill containers and flowerbeds in the
shade. A large selection of vigorous varieties, 3.5”, 5” or 8” pot.

Begonia Rex ‘Jive’

*Products may not be exactly as shown.
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Table
specialties

A very good seller as they arrive loaded with fruit and
are perfect as a gift item, for the table or on the patio.
They are produced pesticide free and are pollinated by
bumblebees. Includes colourful bilingual tags.

‘Hot Fajita’*

Table
Strawberries
with fruit

Available in
Value Pack
Available in
Value Pack

5.5” tall pot

Table
Tomatoes
with fruit

6” pot

A gardener’s favourite you won’t want to miss! They arrive loaded with fruit.

Hibiscus
hybrid

Everyone loves these hibiscus
with spectacular flowers in an
assortment of unique colours.
Some varieties have 4-day
blooms. 6.75” pot.

Table
Chili Peppers
with fruit
Available in sweet, medium
and hot for all tastes.
Compact varieties. 6.75" pot.

Gold Series Spectacular Colors

'Northern Light'

'Highlighter Yellow'

'Purple Galaxy'

'Red Velvet'

Platinum Series 4 Day Blooms
Available in
Value Pack

'Moonlight'
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'Sunlight'

*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Gerberas
gerbera
patio
New

gerbera sweet
Gerbera
Flower
Petal
Location

Dahlia dwarf
Pretty dwarf
plants with
many blooms
and buds.
These dahlias
offer continuous
flowers and
are available
in four colours
or in an
assortment
in a 6.75" pot.

Romero

Topia

Gerbera
Patio

Ø 2”

Ø 2”

Ø 3” - 3.5”

Normal

Narrow

Normal

Flowerbeds, pot

Flowerbeds, pot

Pot

Height

10”

18”

24”

Width

8”

18”

18”

4.5” & 6”

6.75”

8”

Pot size

New

Gerbera
Sweet

gerbera

New
Salinas

Romero

Colima
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Pretty Much
Picasso

Bermuda Beach

Black Cherry

Limoncello

Supertunia
New

Picasso in Pink*

New Pineapple*

Coleus
colorblaze
Royal Velvet &

New Lobularia Blushing
Princess Pink*

®

Supertunia
Trailing
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*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Bordeaux*

Raspberry Blast

Vista Bubblegum

They’re

winners
,
it’s proven!

The annuals in this series have clearly demonstrated their value in any
garden. A beautiful addition to your annual collection. Available in a
4.25” pot.

New

Products come with
Proven Winners pot and care tag.

New
Dipt in Wine

Salvia Black & Blue*

Petunia
Calibrachoa

New

2014
®

Pomegranate Punch
®

Kingswood
Torch

Marooned

Lemon Slice

Vinca Vine
Wojo’s Jem

Apricot Punch

Cherry Star

Morning Glory
Dwarf Blue My
Mind - Evolvulus

Grape Punch
Blackberry
Punch*

Lime Time

New
Sweet Tart

Sedona

Mecardonia
Gold Dust

New
*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Strawberry Punch
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Amazing Annual

climbers
Nothing is more beautiful than
a climbing plant in bloom.
Available on a trellis, teepee or
hanging basket in different sizes.

Mandevilla Suntory White*

Mandevilla Giant
Crimson Red

Fuchsia Std

Orange
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Black-Eyed-Susan
Yellow

Mandevilla
Alice Dupont

Ipomoea ‘Moon Flower’

Ipomoea Morning Glory

*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Cassia corymbosa Std

Brugmansia Std

Floral
beauties
for the patio
Distinguish yourself and increase your sales
by introducing these annual plants delivered
with flowers and buds. Several sizes available.

Provide
your customers
with some
inspiration!

Create a simple planter by
combining some annual plants
and a small flowering standard.
Ensure you have all the products
used in this design available,
including the pot, and you will be
amazed with the sales results.

Solanum rantonnetii Std*

Tibouchina Std

Flowering Maple Std

Lantana Std

Pentas Std

Iochroma Std

Basil Std

*Products may not be exactly as shown.
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New

Discover plants that will enhance
your love of gardening
New

Colocasia Royal Hawaiian Morning Dew

®

®

Colocasia esculenta
Tea Cup

Colocasia Maui Gold

®

Colocasia Coal Miner
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Colocasia esculenta
Illustris
*Products may not be exactly as shown.

Colocasia esculenta Mojito

New

New

Alocasia Regal Shields

Alocasia Calidora

®

®

Alocasia
sarawakensis
Yucatan Princess

Acalypha
wilkesiana Bronze Pink

New

Begonia Gryphon

®

Cyperus papyrus
Little Tut

New

Colocasia Royal Hawaiian Kona Coffee

Colocasia Painted Black Gecko
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Canna
Lily

Cannas will add a touch of class to any garden.
A beautiful collection of assorted colours
in a 1 gallon pot.

New
New

'Pink Sunburst'

Banana
Punch
- Dwarf

Dwarf

‘Rosita’
- Dwarf

‘B Marley’

‘Orange
Chocolate’
- Dwarf

‘Chocolate
Sunrise’ - Dwarf

2014
®

®

‘South Pacific Scarlet’

®

‘Hello Yello’
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‘Australia’

‘Orange Punch’

‘Pretoria’

Inspire your customers

on facebook!

At Foliera, we believe it’s important to be up to date, both for us and for you.
Today, Facebook is a promotional tool you can’t afford to overlook and it’s
all about connecting with your customers. In that vein, we’d like to offer you
some tips from experts in the field to help you maximize your investment.

W

hether you are in the US or Canada,
the number of users logging onto
Facebook are very similar – and
yet astounding1. 67% of Internet
users in the U.S. are on Facebook and the
network still skews toward youth. On the
northern part of the border, it’s more than 14 million
Canadians who now log onto Facebook daily,
almost half of the country population. In the US,
83% of 18- to 29-year-olds who use the Internet
are on it. However, the 45-to 54-year-old group
has seen a 46% growth since year-end 2012.
One out of 5 pages consulted on the Internet is
on Facebook! Users log on to view content from
their contacts, friends, as well as from companies
(30%) and personalities (35%).
In addition to using it for fun and information,
they’re also looking for advice and recommandations before shopping or making purchases, even
at local businesses (60% of users)!

How do you stand out?

Give them what they were just looking for on Facebook: diversion, a dream, inspiration, or a special
connection with you and reliable information they
can pass on to others.
The most popular publications include an eyecatching photo and a short upbeat message.
The first 5 words are critical to catch the attention.
Internet users like to be associated with your
success, share charity initiatives and see behind
the scenes of your business. After all, how many
people would like to work in such a beautiful
environment? Make them believe they’re right!
Here are some suggestions for publications
that create a connection with typical horticulture
customers:
• Macro shots of flowers, pinks or reds preferred
• Beautiful arrangements
• New arrivals
• Colourful pots and original displays
• Members of your team and their suggestions
• Speakers, events and workshops
• A funny, surprising or inspiring photo from one
of the categories above
Not sure what to do? We have stock photos just
for you!

Be up to date!

A very good idea is to follow the Facebook pages
that your target audience is likely to like or visit:
the corner restaurant, the most popular women’s
magazine, a current gardening show, or the
celebrity chef who swears by homegrown herbs
and vegetables.
Share flagship publications of these pages
where relevant. This will show your fans that you
understand them, that you care for the same, and
that you also participate in community life.

“Doesn’t it make you feel like
taking a break?”

This post from Gauthier Fleurs et Jardins, an
IGC located in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, reached
383 people. 92 clicked on the post for a total of
41 likes, share and comments. The page has
1271 fans.

A question of engagement (rate)

Facebook is one of many promotional tools.
If your target audience is there, you’d do well
to understand how it works and use that to your
advantage. As a local specialty shop, your
customers appreciate your good service and
personalized approach above all. Your fans expect
the same on Facebook, and you will see them
reciprocate measure for measure with their loyalty.
Engagement rate is the key to success. Facebook
“rewards” pages with high engagement rate
by disseminating their publications to a wider
audience among their fans and beyond, and
“penalizes” pages with low engagement rate
by drastically reducing the number of times the
publications appear, even among fans of the page.

Does advertising work?

Like a newspaper ad that draws people to your
business, a Facebook ad can lead users to you.
Whether on your website, on a post or on a
contest page, you have to be ready to welcome
them. What value are you offering them?
The most effective advertising on Facebook will
always be your fans sharing your content. Your
advertising strategy should move in that direction.
If you do not get results, you most likely need to
revise your strategy. Contact a consultant who can
help you see more clearly.
As Gary Vaynerchuk2 said, “You need to create
something that brings value to the people you’re
asking money from. On Facebook, the definition
of great content is not the content that makes the
most sales, but the content that people most want
to share with others.”

Scarecrows for Solutions

Please help your community by searching
your closet for pants and shirts. We will sadly
have to cut off registration for scarecrow event
tomorrow if we don’t get more clothes. This
event is wildly successful and we hate to see
organizations miss out. Each set of clothes you
bring helps us raise $15. We need more for
next weekend, too. Please like and share this
post so it goes to as many people as possible !
Thanks! Tina and Ed
Bemis Farms Nursery has 2502 fans and this
post got 72 Like - 63 Share - 7000 Views

1 Statistics from Business Insider and Maclean’s
2 Gary Vaynerchuk, author of the best-seller Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook: How to Tell Your Story in a Noisy, Social World on the professional use of social networks.
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In addition to our weekly availabilities and the Spring
pre-book program, we have a multitude of other

seasonal programs and collections
for you to discover at Foliera.

Mother’s day

Decorative pot selection

Easter

Valentine’s day

Christmas

Beamsville, ON Canada

Atlas Collection

Tel.: 1 800 708-5589 · Fax: 905 563-5808

